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“Once text is digital, books seep 
out of their bindings and weave 

themselves together. The 
collective intelligence of a library 
allows us to see things we can't 
see in a single, isolated book.”

Scan This Book! KEVIN KELLY New York Times: May 14, 2006



Lady and the Unicorn



Note...



Tapestries 

Tournai tapestry

present beautiful 
landscapes...

where each thread is 
unique...

in the context of the 
larger work.



One Thread

Tournai tapestry

canonical in context...

is the key to creating 
rich tapestries...

in the physical and 
the digital realm.



Remember the 
Canonical 
Thread...



Web 2.0
Leveraging the Net as a framework to 

build  community and knowledge, 
with data as the bricks enabling 
creation of durable services and 

resources accessible to all systems and 
people, resulting in an ever-evolving 

and rich user-centric experience.



Web 1.0 to Web 2.0 Tale
Bowker many years THE book source
Amazon bought original book data from 
Bowker, then spent next few years 
enhancing
Added customer interaction functions
Now Amazon is THE book source
Also basis of thousands of other sites
Success due to added value and openness



Library 2.0 
All about library users -- keeping 
those we have while actively seeking 
those who do not currently use our 
services.  It's about embracing those 
ideas and technologies that can assist 
libraries in delivering services to these 
groups, and it's about participation. 

Michael Casey



2.0 Threads



1
Sound



description 

idea

resonance

word



Standards/
Metadata Thread



Tis a Digital World

More and more information and data is 
available (freely) on the Web
Key to creating digital tapestries:
standard metadata and object types 
rich description/metadata
exposed (object and metadata)
interlinked/interoperable frameworks

Robertson Drupal migration leverage this

























2
Touch



come into contact with, meet, join, connect with, converge with



Social Thread



Who Do You Know...?

Online world is increasingly about 
connections and relationships
Personal information is becoming a key 
piece of the metadata weaving the 
Library/Web 2.0 tapestry
UPEI Library/Moodle system example
Dilemma: best way to take advantage of 
this tapestry make personal info “public”















3
Smell



have the hallmark of, have the air of, detect, suggest



Community 
Thread



Community Living

New landscape allows creation of 
extensive and functional communities
In the academic sector one key 
component is Library/Info resources
Robertson Library spearheading VRE: 
Virtual Research Environment
Uses 2.0 to link collaborative research 
communities, information and tools























Recall...

Eventful::Toronto Public site...
Soup-Soup News/Media Mashup...
Deli.cio.us social bookmarks...
Lamson Library blog opac...
VRE research seeds...
UPEI Fedora repository of local 
resources...



4
Taste



savour, relish, predilection, ,exposure to, discrimination



Freebase

There is no intrinsic hierarchy of categories 
or canonical world view of all knowledge. 
Conflicting and contradictory types and 
properties may exist simultaneously in order 
to reflect users’ differing opinions and 
understanding. Real world data and its 
organization are almost always messy, and 
Freebase has been designed to represent that 
mess rather than hide or ignore it.

































Freebase is Special?

Concept is a huge enabler, 
implementation could be an issue
Key feature of Freebase 
ability for anyone to edit the Ontology, 
creating new types anyone else can use
reconciliation of topics/objects to one
can be used as a hierarchical collection of 
concepts...or not



Freebase an Example

Freebase is one example of such a system 
(sometimes called the God Database)
Others include:
DBpedia (Wikipedia-based)
GoogleBase
Semantic MediaWiki
RadarNetworks



While Freebase is still VERY alpha, 
with much of the basic functionality 

barely working, the idea is HUGE. In 
many ways, freebase is the bridge between 

the bottom up vision of Web 2.0 
collective intelligence and the more 

structured world of the semantic web.

From: Freebase Will Prove Addictive by Tim O’Reilly 



5
Sight



observe

judgement

opinion

standpoint



Semantic Web

Like books that “seep out of their 
bindings”, information that is Semantic 
Web-ready can be discovered by 
machines as well as people
To turn the Web from a largely 
hyperlinked book into a large 
interlinked database
A massive collection of threads



Components

Indexes, concepts, categories
Metadata
Annotation
One big interoperable database
Machine retrieval and workflow
Web-based, discoverable services
Agents

From Explorer’s Guide to the Semantic Web by Thomas B. Passin 



Canonical Thread

Remember Freebase?
If each unique “instance” of data appears 
only once, then “virtual threads” can be 
created on the fly to weave tapestries
Value in not duplicating data
Challenge is to allow local tapestries in 
the context of the “one big database”



Weaving Library 
Tapestries:
A Model



Consume

Manage

Digital Resources & Services - Tradition



Digital Resources & Services - Tapestry

Create

Create

Consume

Consume



Make Threads 
Available::Tapestries 

Emerge



The 6th Sense:
A mon seul désir



Understanding



individual perception

tolerance

unspoken agreement

inference



People Thread



All About People

To see success, need to 
focus on both sides of the 
tapestry... 
and not worry if the 
threads emerge on both 
sides
Recognize passion & 
skills of both staff and 
patrons
Build community around 
information



Patron Thread
Give patrons access to 
the threads
Capitalize on the 
desire to participate 
and share knowledge
Build tools into the 
traditional library sites
Integrate library tools 
into the places where 
patrons go



Staff + Patron

Build tools to share, 
new knowledge will 
come naturally
Community, like the 
back of the tapestry 
can be messy, but the 
final result is awesome
Leverage power of 
many, create threads...
Weavers and Weavings 
will emerge.



The Net provides all with an 
incredible landscape for the creation of 
digital tapestries...

the challenge for us is to harness the 
passion and knowledge of library staff 
AND patrons to provide the tools and 
services to help weave these tapestries.



A Philosophy
A Movement
An Approach
A Community
A Blog
slowlibrary.ca

Slow Library
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